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Introduction by the Chairman of the Trust 

 

2015 is the year of our 30th birthday, so it gives me especial pleasure to welcome you to our 

latest Annual Report. 

  

Whilst the Trust has benefitted in recent years from the Council's Small Grants scheme in an 

amount of approximately £4000 per annum, it is thanks to our volunteers‟ imaginative 

endeavours spanning the years since our foundation, and the thousands of hours which they 

have spent on our behalf, that I can record here just a few of the many successes achieved by 

them under our name. 

  

Work with Young People.  Under professional guidance we built a Roman kiln in which 

pottery, crafted by the youngsters, was baked overnight. The next day it was joyously 

recovered for painting, and maybe kept for a lifetime! 

Our work with the learning department of Harrow Museum has been especially rewarding. 

Young pupils from several schools have really enjoyed dressing up in both Tudor and 

Victorian clothes, donated to them by the Trust.  Thus the history of the periods, being part of 

the national curriculum, were taught in an exciting manner. 

More recently we have been sponsors of annual presentations, of fully dressed operas, sung in 

the original language, at local schools.   Rapturous audiences of over two hundred 9-12 year 

olds were present on each occasion. 

  

Graffiti Removal.  Previously we had our own band of activists who painted out these 

objectionable blots on the townscape. This group has now been disbanded following the 

Council's excellent decision to handle this problem themselves. 

  

Bi-annual Architectural and Schools Environment Awards.  These started in 1986, so we 

have now run 15 such competitions, with the aim of encouraging excellence in design of new 

buildings or the sensitive restoration of older structures. Schools have enthusiastically entered 

into the spirit with landscaping projects in which pupils have played a leading part. 

  

The Brown Plaque scheme.  There are now 25 of these plaques placed around our borough 

which celebrate our heritage as displayed in buildings or features of special historic interest. 

We still hope that Stanmore College will complete a Plaque Trail for us. 

  

Harrow Nature Conservation Forum.  Thanks to many volunteers we have seen the 

enhancement of all the borough's major open spaces, together with some smaller ones, which 

otherwise might have deteriorated due to lack of Council funds and manpower. 

  

Heritage Grants.  A due diligence survey showed that it was costing the Council £15,000 

per annum in administration  to make grants of the same amount towards the restoration of 

listed and historic buildings. Since the Trust (supported by volunteer professionals) took over 

responsibility for this in the 1990's, we have made grants of nearly £200K, which has acted as 

seed corn for nearly £3M of restoration work. However the Council has not funded this work 

for the last 5 years, which places the future of this scheme in doubt. 
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Public Works of Art.  We have encouraged developers and schools to participate in this 

scheme, which brings an added artistic dimension to their buildings. As a result artists of 

international fame have been employed to produce works for Harrow, using a variety of 

media such as stained glass, wooden sculpture, murals and steel. 

  

All these achievements create a legacy which we can look at with pride. 

  

How lucky we are that Harrow still has so much to offer in both the natural environment with 

its beautiful green open spaces, and the built environment with buildings of historic and 

archaeological interest. Their protection and enhancement is our objective for the future.  

  

We are fully aware as to how difficult it will be for us to navigate our way forward due to the 

serious cuts in the grants made to Harrow Council by Central Government. However, we 

believe that, despite the limited resources of our Council, we can still work together with 

them to ensure that all our projects, about which we feel so passionately, will continue to 

bring pleasure to as many as possible of Harrow's residents. 

  

With grateful thanks to all involved in this wonderful enterprise, I look forward to the future 

with utmost confidence. 

  

Martin Verden 

 

 

 

 
A Secret Paradise by Raabiya Khan,  Winner Category 2: Upper School Ages 8 to 11 

Grimsdyke School photo competition  ( See page 16) 
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History of Harrow Heritage Trust 

 

Harrow Heritage Trust (HHT) was founded in 1985 by Councillor Peter Pitt during his year 

as Mayor of Harrow to protect, preserve and restore the land and buildings of beauty or 

historic interest as well as areas of ecological, scientific and environmental importance in the 

Borough. After 14 years, it was decided to widen its possible membership and a new 

constitution was adopted in December 1998. This was approved by the Charity Commission 

which gave the Trust a new Charity No 1072773. A full record of the Trust‟s aims and 

objectives is attached at Appendix 1. Martin Verden took over as Chairman of the Trust in 

the 1990‟s following the death of Peter Pitt and, under his direction, the Trust has broadened 

its scope of activities. The Trust works independently of the Council and is managed by a 

Board of Trustees, on which representatives of the Council, and several local amenity 

associations serve. The day-to-day work of the Trust is undertaken by the following 

Subcommittees, supervised by an Executive Committee: – 

 

Heritage Grants 

Nature Conservation Forum 

Plaques 

Public Works of Art 

Work with Young People 

Architectural & Environmental Awards 

 

From a small but key team of people committed to Harrow's environment, the Trust has 

developed into a major organisation which works in partnership with the Council. In 

recognition of its status, the Trust was asked by Harrow Council to manage the appeal for 

Headstone Manor, which is owned by the Council. The Trust also manages, at the request of 

the Council, a Public Works of Art Fund (which started through the sale of miniature 

"Katies”, the statue in Harrow Town Centre) and the Heritage Grants account (which 

replaced the Historic Buildings Grant previously administered by the Council).  

The Trust's Equal Opportunity and Anti-Racism Policies are attached at Appendix 2.  

The full membership of the Trustees / Executive Committee is set out on page i [the inside 

front cover]. 

 

 

 
Red Parade by Luca Platon, Winner Category 1: Lower School Ages 5 to 7 

Grimsdyke School photo competition (See page 16) 
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Report of the Trustees 

 

The Trustees of Harrow Heritage Trust, registered charity number 1072773, present their 

annual report for the year ended 31
st
 March 2014. 

The Trust‟s principal office is situated at „The Fives Court‟, Moss Lane, Pinner, Middlesex, 

HA5 3AG. 

Names of the Trustees at the date of the report, and others who served during the year, are set 

out on page i (the inside front cover) of the annual report. 

 

Structure, Governance and Management 

The history, structure and management of the Trust are set out on page 4 of the annual report. 

Following the adoption of a new constitution on 14
th

 October 1998, it was reconstituted as 

registered charity number 1072773 on 3
rd

 December 1998 

 

The Trustees form the members of the Executive Committee. The President of the Trust is the 

Mayor of Harrow, and four additional local authority members are nominated by Harrow 

Council. Other officers and members are elected annually at the annual general meeting, and 

the Committee has the power to co-opt and fill casual vacancies. Members are elected or co-

opted to advise on matters or carry out tasks for which they possess suitable skills or 

knowledge, or to represent interested societies and associations in the London Borough of 

Harrow.   

 

Objectives, Activities and Achievements 

The objectives of the Trust, and its aims in furtherance of those objectives on which its 

activities are based, are set out in Appendix 1 of the report. The main activities and 

achievements in the year are described in the Chairman‟s Introduction and in the 

Subcommittee reports included in the annual report.  

 

Public Benefit 

The Trustees have considered the provisions of the Charities Act 2011 with regard to the 

public benefit requirement. They are satisfied that the Trust, through its aims and objectives, 

meets this requirement, in particular with regard to the advancement of the arts, heritage, 

architecture, and of environmental protection or improvement. Beneficiaries comprise 

members of the public in almost all cases without the need for any charges or payment.   

 

Statement of Trustees‟ Responsibilities 

The Trustees acknowledge their responsibility for: 

-ensuring that proper accounting records, as required by the Charities Act 2011 are kept; 

-preparing accounts which comply with the Charities Act 2011 so far as applicable to the 

charity. 
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Financial Review 

A summary of the Trust‟s accounts for the financial year ended 31
st
 March 2014, and notes 

thereon, are set out below, presented rounded to the nearest £000. There was a surplus of 

£2000 (2013 deficit of £23,000), and funds at the year-end were £113,000 (2013 £111,000). 

 

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                             2014                                  2013           
                                                                             £000                                  £000                                                                                                                                                                   

Income                                                                     57                                      26 

Expenditure                                                             55                                      49 

                                                                           --------                                 ------- 

Surplus for the year (2013 deficit)                         2                                     -23 

Total funds b/fwd from previous year                   111                                    134 

                                                                           ---------                               -------- 

Total funds at 31 March                                     113                                    111  

                                                                           ---------                               -------- 

Represented by:                         

Balances on Deposit and at Bank                          124                                    114 

Less Creditors less debtors                                      11                                        3                           

                                                                           --------                               --------- 

Net assets at 31 March                                        113                                    111            

                                                                           --------                                --------                                                                                                                     

 

The surplus (2013 deficit) for the year and the Trust‟s funds at 31
st
 March were analysed as 

follows:                                    

                                         2014                                 2013 

                                                                   Surplus   Funds              Deficit      Funds 

                                                                      £000      £000                  £000        £000 

Restricted Funds:                               

Public Works of Art                                           2          26                        -            24      

Heritage Grants                                                 -4          45                     -16           49           

Work with Young People                                  -             1                       -1             -     

Headstone Manor Appeal                                   -            2                       -               3 

                                                                        -----       -----                     ----         ---- 

Total Restricted Funds                                      -2          74                      -17          76 

Unrestricted General Fund                                 4          39                        -6          35 

                                                                        -----      -----                     ------     ------  

Total Funds                                                         2        113                      -23        111                      

                                                                         ----      ------                      -----     ------                                                                          
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As will be seen from the summary above, compared with the previous year, income increased 

due to payments from both the Heritage Lottery Fund and Harrow Council in fulfilment of 

the agreement for the Stanmore Place sculpture. Expenditure increased due to release of the 

funds for the Stanmore Place sculpture, and work done by Harrow Nature Conservation 

Forum (HNCF) on open spaces. 

 

Creditors include a major receipt from the Harrow Strategic Partnership to support 

biodiversity work, which will be released to revenue when the related expenditure has been 

incurred and The Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) in relation to ongoing work by HNCF on 

Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common.  

 

The Trust‟s assets are mainly cash balances on deposit and at bank, which totalled £124,000. 

Deposits with COIF Charities Deposit Fund earned interest at prevailing low market rates. 

The Trust‟s banker is National Westminster Bank Plc, 315 Station Road, Harrow, HA1 2AD. 

 

Full details of the accounts are set out in the Statement of Financial Activities and Notes for 

the year ended 31 March 2014, together with the report of the Independent Examining 

Accountant, at Appendix 3 of the Annual Report. 

 

Reserves Policy 

The Trust‟s funds totalled £113,000. Four of these funds described above totalling £74,000 

were designated restricted to the uses described above: commitments or expenditure plans 

exist for part of these.  There is also an unrestricted General Fund of £39,000, which includes 

the activities of Harrow Nature Conservation Forum. It is the Trust‟s policy to maintain the 

balance of this fund at a level to cover administrative and support costs for a forward period 

of at least a year, and to respond to emergency and other applications for grants or support as 

and when they arise. The fund was maintained at an adequate level throughout the year.      

 

Risk Management 

The Trustees are aware of the major operational risks that the charity faces, and consider that 

adequate administrative procedures are in place to mitigate the risks identified. Suitable 

training is given to new volunteers when appropriate.  Insurance cover is taken to minimise 

any potential financial impact on the Trust should any of those risks materialise. 

 

Grants and Donations 

The bulk of the Trust‟s income arises from grants and donations, without which it would not 

be possible to carry out its varied activities. The Trust wishes to record its gratitude to The 

Heritage Lottery Fund, Harrow Council and all its grantors, donors and members for their 

continued support. Where possible, use is made of gift aid to claim tax benefit.    

 

Leslie Bolsover – Honorary Treasurer on behalf of the Trustees 
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Silver Arrow Archery Competition 

 

 I am very saddened to report that Robert Abbott passed away during 2014. Robert and his 

wife Nicky were instrumental in resuscitating the Silver Arrow tournament in Middlesex, and 

then later encouraging both Harrow and John Lyon schools to compete against each other in 

this sport. They coached both schools in the art of archery, and Robert continued to do 

so after Nicky passed away.  We are recording a brief Silver Arrow history in their honour. 

For many years in the 19
th

 century Harrow School ran a Silver Arrow competition, which 

seemed to have been followed by all and sundry, with visitors coming from far and wide. It 

eventually got out of hand mainly because of gambling and drink!  So the Head Master of 

Harrow School cancelled future tournaments, seemingly for ever.  
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 A view of the shooting for the Silver Arrow at 
Harrow the Hill 

An archery scorecard, showing a contest with 
spectators watching contestants at the left 
shooting at targets. 1769 

 

 

 

  

Harrow Heritage Trust was formed in 1985, and one of its several objects was to re-start the 

competition, without the excesses of course!  

With the energetic help of Robert Abbott and Nicky, we broadened the event to cover as 

many archery clubs in Middlesex as possible. 

The Worshipful Companies of both Bowyers and Fletchers were strong supporters. 

Annual tournaments, with the audience suitably dressed in Victorian attire, were successfully 

held, firstly in Harrow School's sports ground and later in the Old Lyonians ground in Pinner 

View. 

Archery gained in such popularity that eventually there were too many tournaments for the 

number of available weekends! 

Our event was then honed down to an annual competition between teams from John Lyon 

and Harrow Schools, which as mentioned above were coached by Robert and Nicky.  Harrow 

Heritage Trust supplied miniature silver arrows (tie-pins) as prizes, whilst a life size 

model, donated by the Bowyers and Fletchers Livery Companies, was presented to the 

winning school. Robert arranged for the participants of the silver arrow competitions to pay a 

small entry fee each time a competition was held. The proceeds were then donated to Harrow 

Heritage Trust to further our work, and for which we are most grateful. 

  

We hope the schools will carry on this historic event, and we will supply more silver 

arrow tie-pins as an encouragement! 

 

Martin Verden 
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Plaques Subcommittee 

 

This was a further year with little progress. 

A plaque for Kenton Farm, which is under refurbishment, with the site being redeveloped, 

has finally come to nothing, as the owners do not respond at all. 

There was an alarm about the safety of the HHT plaque on the former Red Lion at Harrow 

Weald, lately the Wealdstone Inn, and now no longer a public house, but which is being 

converted into residential accommodation. Fears of its removal (and perhaps) loss were 

specifically allayed by the owner of the site. 

The Plaques Trail, a coloured map showing the location of HHT plaques moves very slowly 

at Stanmore College. The tutor is willing, but I think the curriculum leaves little time. 

I would welcome another member for the committee, and also some suggestions for new 

plaques. 

Patricia Clarke  

Chairman 

Plaques Subcommittee 

 

 

 

 

Membership Report 2014 

 

We would like to thank all those members who have maintained their membership which 

helps with the upkeep of HHT's work for the heritage of Harrow.  Please may we ask you to 

encourage new members to join us to ensure the work of your committee? 

We were encouraged by the attendance at our Open Meeting held in July 2014 and the 

discussion on the future of Pinner Park Farm. 

The membership remains static and new members are always welcome at £10 annually. 

 

Cecil Hardwick  

Membership Secretary 
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Heritage Grants Subcommittee 

 

SUMMARY POSITION 

 

In the last year only ONE new grant application was submitted and this was approved for 

grant aid in the total of £8000. Presently, no other schemes are being considered and ONE 

application form has been sent out. We have also been aware for some time of possible 

refurbishment works to the boundary wall of Bernay‟s Gardens in Stanmore, but no 

application has yet been received.   

And also that renovations are proposed to “Tooke‟s Green” Fountain in Church Lane, Pinner, 

but no application has yet been received for that either. 

New applications  

May 2014  West House, Pinner Memorial Park – proposed extension to West House  

Preliminary enquiries – where enquiries/discussions have taken place or an application 

form has been sent out. 

11 Quadrangle Mews, Belmont Lane, Stanmore - Replacement bay window.  

S. Harrow Baptist Church, Northolt Rd, S. Harrow – Repair works to roof of tower. 

Fountain at Tooke‟s Green, Church Lane, Pinner – Renovation of fountain. 

 

Grant commitments - At 9
th

 October 2014 outstanding commitments are £9600  

Aug 2011 73 Stanmore Hill, Stanmore  £250 – (residue) restoration of garden wall. 

Mar 2013 118 & 126 Stanmore Hill  £900 (No 118) & £450 (No126) - renovation of 

  boundary walls. 

June 2014 West House extension £8000 contribution to Museum extension 

 

Payments  No grant payments have been released in last year 
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DETAILS OF CURRENT APPLICATIONS  

On the next two pages, in chronological order, is the updated (red) list of projects/proposals 

that are current, with brief notes. Some entries are complete or have been dormant for 3 years 

and will be removed from future updates. 

 

Aug 2008 All Saints Churchyard, Harrow Weald (application #1 – see also 

application #2)  

Application for grant to repair and renovate memorials and tombs - which are 

listed. Original estimate for work £15k - now reduced to £6k-£7k. 

Revised grant of £800 confirmed on 14
th

 January 2013.  

Stonework restorations to stabilise the Crosse Monument now complete and 

associated part of grant (£400) released 25
th

 June 2013  

Now advised (19/03/14) that no further works are proposed and we can 

redeploy the reserved £400. 

Oct 2014 –£400 returned to uncommitted funds. 

August 2011 73 Stanmore Hill, Stanmore 

Application for grant to rebuild garden wall to Grade II* listed building. 

Estimated cost £7900. Tranche of £540 of £790 grant released December 

2011. Owner holding over on remainder of work - held until she has funds 

available. 

Oct 2014 – No change – Project dormant now for almost 3 years 

Portion of grant (£250) still reserved but will be withdrawn at the 

start of 2015 if no further work planned.  

Sept 2011 The Gantry, The Green, Harrow on-the-Hill 

Application for a grant to reinstate the Gantry on the Green outside the King‟s 

Head. Estimated cost of work is £14k. Grant of £1400 approved 24
th

 May 

2012.   

Oct 2014 – work complete. Grant of £1400 released 4
th

 Sept 2013.   

Oct 2011 St John the Baptist, Pinner 

Application for a grant for external repairs including new roof coverings, and 

restoration of the stonework and flintwork to the Tower. Project cost is 

£545462 Grant approved July 2012 - £2500 towards roofing works and 

£12500 towards the stonework and window repairs 

Oct 2014 – Works complete – and full grant (£15000) released.  
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Feb 2012 All Saints Church, Harrow Weald (application #2 – see Aug 2008 entry 

earlier) 

Renovation of the Butterfield Mosaics on the Sanctuary wall that was 

overpainted in 1957. Estimated cost of work is £14k. Revised grant offer of 

£2200 made on 7
th

 June 2012 

Oct 2014 – Work complete. Part of grant (£750) released June 

2013. Remainder of grant (£1450) released Oct 2013.  

 

 

Dec 2012 St George’s, Headstone  

Application to replace the glass in parts of the West and South aisles with 

historic “Whitefriars” Glass from St Martin in the Fields. Estimated cost of 

work is £6780. Grant offer of £400 made on 20
th

 Feb 2013 

Oct 2014 – Work complete. Grant of £400 released Sept 2013 

Mar 2013 118, 126 & 128 Stanmore Hill, Stanmore  

Renovation of the brickwork to the boundary walling to the roadway at Nos 

118 & 126(only). This is part of a run of walling fronting 118, 126 & 128 that 

is grade II listed, and on English Heritage‟s “Heritage at Risk register”.  

No 128 (owned by Lord Popat of Stanmore) is not participating in the 

renovations. 

Estimated cost of work is £16765 (No118) and £8031 (No126).  

Grant approved 1
st
 July 2013 - £900 for No 118, £450 for No126  

 

Oct 2014 – No works have yet been undertaken, and there has 

been no response to our request for an update from the surveyor 

who is organising the works. The project appears to be dormant. 

May 2014 West House, Pinner Memorial Park 

 Application (21
st
 May 2014) for assistance towards the cost of an extension to 

West House to provide a Musuem to house the nationally important William 

Heath Robinson collection.  

Cost of work = £1.56m; National Lottery Grant = £1.13, leaving matching 

funding of £430k to be raised - £290k already raised/pledged at time of 

application. 

Oct 2014 – Grant of £8000 approved 2nd July 2014.  
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Application forms sent out: 

1 May 2013 11 Quadrangle Mews, Stanmore – refurbishment of bay window. 

2 July 2014 South Harrow Baptist church – repair works to roof of church tower. 

Other matters 

I would also take this opportunity to extend my appreciation and thanks to the two other 

Subcommittee members – Andrew Reed RIBA, and Tim Nicholson RIBA – and to highlight 

to a larger audience the considerable wisdom, support and assistance they have provided 

during the year.   

 

 

 

Gordon Swindles BSc FRICS 

Chairman 

Heritage Grants Subcommittee 

 

 

Harrow Nature Conservation Forum 

 

Report to Harrow Heritage Trust 29
th

 September 2014. 

This year has once again been a busy one. We began the New Year with our now traditional 

workday at Gilbert‟s Orchard in Grimsdyke, pulling up the bramble and strimming any we 

could not pull up. We do this in collaboration with Helenka Jurgielewicz, head gardener at 

Grimsdyke Hotel, who keeps an eye on the orchard even though it is outside the hotel site. 

The orchard has seen much improvement as one of the Council‟s Green Grid projects in the 

2013-2014 financial year, with shading trees removed, the veteran fruit trees pruned, new 

trees planted and an information panel, designed by Denis Vickers, installed. 

 

We are very pleased that the Green Grid program was funded again for 2014-2015. Among 

the work to be done on our sites is an all-weather path at Roxbourne Park to connect the car 

park to Roxbourne Rough; replacing gates at Newton Farm to reduce fly tipping; and two 

projects at Stanmore Country Park: bridges over streams at the northeast corner of the Park to 

improve the route up to Scouts‟ Field, and work to cure a very boggy patch on the path just 

east of Six Acre Field. The program also supports a lot of work in the parks and streets of 

Harrow. The principle of the Green Grid is that a relatively modest expenditure can yield a 

great improvement in the health and wellbeing of everyone in Harrow – but this is just the 

sort of optional expenditure that is hard to maintain when the Council‟s budget is so tight. We 
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certainly hope that the program, and the excellent Council officers who run it, keep going 

into the future. 

 

John Hollingdale has long managed Stanmore Country Park and is responsible for enlarging 

the open areas that now host butterflies and grasshoppers aplenty. He is now joined by Maya 

Dodwell, who has with great enthusiasm taken over management of the western part of the 

park. On September 24th 2014, I, together with Claire Abbott and Rosemary Etheridge from 

Pear Wood and John Hollingdale, Margaret Huitson and Maya Dodwell from Stanmore 

Country Park, attended the startup meeting for the Greater Stanmore Country Park 

management committee (Greater Stanmore Country Park is the new name for the entire wild 

space north of Stanmore town centre and south of Wood Lane, comprising Stanmore Country 

Park, Pear Wood including Scouts‟, Guides‟ and Ten Acre Fields, and Wood Farm). We 

argued long about the need to properly ring fence the section 106 money provided to 

maintain Wood Farm and prevent either the Council using it without the OK of the 

committee, or payments being made to contractors who don‟t properly finish a job. 

Nevertheless we felt that it was worth continuing to support the project, and will all take part 

in the inaugural Annual General Meeting of the committee in early November. At that 

meeting we hope to appoint a volunteer warden and perhaps some assistant wardens - I have 

had eight applicants for the position, and Council officers Dave Corby and Denis Vickers will 

meet with me to consider them in the next few weeks.  

The trigger for the formation of the Greater Stanmore Country Park management 

committee is the return of Wood Farm to Council Control, but that will not happen until the 

developer, Jaysam, finishes the site to agreed standards. The latest letter from Jaysam gives 

the end of November as the date for completing the work - so a “Summer 2014” date for the 

handover was, as Dave Corby always thought, overly optimistic. 

We had earlier received one piece of good news about the handover. On the 18th of 

July 2014 Philip Loveland Cooper, Head of Service Corporate Estate at the Council, 

confirmed that the derelict Pear Wood Cottages were part of the land being returned to 

Council control. This means that this parcel of land within Pear Wood can now be 

confidently managed by Claire Abbott and Rosemary Etheridge without the worry - or at 

least the immediate worry - that it will be sold for development. 

 

We often collaborate with the Friends of Bentley Priory Nature Reserve, who have done great 

work in planning and then getting funding for protection for the Master, the ancient pollarded 

oak on the west shore of Summerhouse Lake. In April I and a group of volunteers including 

Linda Robinson, the tireless secretary of the Friends, erected a metal guard around the bole of 

the tree. The next step was to enclose a larger area more or less corresponding to the extent of 

the tree‟s roots that nevertheless allowed the public access to the central bole. In May I 

erected a field gate for this enclosure and in June contractors from Trimlock built the fence. 

Two steps remain: hiring a chipper to chip local wood to mulch the access path to the central 

bole (so that the ground over the roots is not compacted, and as a hindrance to those who 

would light fires close to the tree), and installing an information panel. Linda has already 

designed the panel so it should be in place soon. 

The Heritage Lottery Funded project at Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common is entering its last 

seven months and there are two major tasks remaining: to create a nature trail and to put on 

an exhibition about the project. Simon Braidman and his team have designed the nature trail 
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and we have permission from the Heritage Lottery Fund to buy the hardware. Once it arrives 

it will be a major job to place the 28 posts around the site. The exhibition opens at the Harrow 

Museum on the 8th of January 2015 (assuming that, pace the Council‟s financial situation, 

the museum is still open) and runs for four months. Bluebell Heath is looking lovely now, the 

precise mix of grass, heather, scrub and trees that the warden, Simon Braidman, had 

designed. On Sunday September 28
th

 Bluebell Heath was the site of great activity by sixty 

young people from The Challenge Network, who did tasks varying from pulling up tiny birch 

saplings to felling significant trees in delightful autumn sunshine. This is the third year The 

Challenge have brought their large group to Stanmore Common: next year, if all goes well, 

we might instead host them on the newly open Wood Farm site. 

Stephen Bolsover September 29
th

 2014 

Site Wardens and Helpers of Harrow Nature Conservation Forum 

All Saints Churchyard     Jill Lewis 

Bentley Old Vicarage Nature Reserve  Rev. James Mercer 

Bentley Priory Nature Reserve   Peter Peretti and Sue Kabel 

Newton Farm Ecology Park    Simon Thomas 

Pear Wood     Claire Abbott and Rosemary Etheridge 

Roxbourne Rough     Dave Bolton 

Stanmore Common     Simon Braidman 

Stanmore Country Park    John Hollingdale, Margaret Huitson and  

Maya Dodwell 

Stanmore Little Common    Robert Stone 

Public Works of Art Subcommittee 

 

Members; Joanne Verden, Martin Verden and Baj Mathur 

 

The Public Works of Arts Subcommittee is responsible for the management of HHT‟s Public 

Works of Arts Fund. The committee also promote new initiatives and opportunities for art in 

public places within the Borough of Harrow.  The main object is to raise awareness of the 

public, developers, and local businesses as to the importance of art in improving the quality 

of the environment. Consequently Public Art is promoted in Harrow Town Centre, Local 

Centres and other prominent public spaces in Harrow including Parks. 

 

New Commission for a Sculpture at Stanmore Place:  

The Planning Application for the installation of this work has now been granted by Harrow 

Council. An unveiling ceremony is planned during the first half of 2015 -- watch this space! 

Baj Mathur  

Convenor 
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Work With Young People Subcommittee 

Anne Swinson, Martin Verden. 

 

The Trust again donated £500 to support the popular Pavilion Opera for Schools annual 

programme in Harrow. This year culminated with a brilliant performance of Cosi fan tutte in 

Italian much enjoyed by over 200 pupils from several primary schools and hosted by West 

Lodge School. 

 

During the summer pupils at Grimsdyke School took part in a photographic competition with 

a theme of Heritage - built and natural in Hatch End and Pinner. The Trust donated £100 for 

prize money. 

A young student from Harrow College has shown interest in producing a Video to encourage 

young people‟s interest in the work of the Trust and Harrow‟s Heritage.  

 

Convenor 

Anne Swinson  

 

  
Luca Platon, Winner of Category 1: 
Lower School Ages 5 to 7 and Mrs. Caroli, 
Headteacher, Grimsdyke First and Middle 
School with Martin Verden, Chair,  
Harrow Heritage Trust. 

         Raabiya Khan, Winner of Category 2: 
         Upper School Ages 8 to 11 and    
         Mrs. Caroli, Headteacher,  
         Grimsdyke First and Middle School. 
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Original poster of the opera first performed 26 
January, 1790 at Wiener Burgtheater in Vienna, 
Austria. 

June 6th. 2014. Pupils & staff at West Lodge 
School enjoy the opera 

 

June 6th, 2014 

 

Cosi Fan Tutte in Italian  

 

Performed by Pavilion Opera 

for Schools 

 

Much enjoyed by over 200 

pupils from several primary 

schools 

 

Hosted by West Lodge School 

 
 During the ovation the star receives flowers 

  
Intrigued pupils from 3 Primary schools! The production in colourful costumes. 
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Harrow Heritage Trust & Harrow Observer - Architectural & Environmental Awards 2014 

 

The purpose of the scheme is to encourage the highest design standards, and thus to give 

public recognition to projects large and small, which have enhanced areas within the London 

Borough of Harrow. 

 

Gabi Otvos (HHT), Baj Mathur (HHT), Martin Verden (HHT), Lucy Haile (Harrow Council Senior 

Conservation Officer), Cllr. Manji Kara, Cllr. Keith Ferry (Deputy Leader of Harrow Council and 

Portfolio Holder for Business, Planning and Regeneration) 

The scheme attracted thirteen nominations. The panel of judges (above) visited all projects. 

The Mayor of Harrow presented the awards at a ceremony held on 27
th

 May 2014 at Harrow 

Civic Centre. The awards were: 

Commendation:  

1. John Lyon School, Thomas Blackwell Sixth Form Centre, Middle Road. Restoration & 

Refurbishment of Original House to its original teaching usage.    

2. Elmgrove Primary School, Kenmore Avenue, New Front Reception & Admin Block. 
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Highly Commended: 

1. The Hive, Camrose Avenue, a Multi-Purpose venue for the Community,  

2. Bentley Priory Museum, Mansion House Drive, Conversion & Restoration works for the 

Museum. 

 

3. Junction of Boxtree Lane & Hutton Lane, Block of 10 affordable flats.  

 

4. Cedars Youth & Community Centre, Chicheley Road, Steve Williams & his team. 
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Winners: 

1. Main Award was given to the scheme of Bentley Priory, its conversion to Luxury Houses 

& Duplexes, and Restoration of Italianate Gardens.  

 

 

2. The special award for schools, Bobby Feakins Shield, was given to the Weldon Park 

Infant & Nursery School, Kingsley Road, South Harrow, Nature Trial. 

 

 

The Harrow Observer and its staff have been stalwart partners since the inception of this 

competition, and we have been most indebted to them.  We are therefore very sorry that the 

paper has ceased publication. Publicity for the 2016 competition will be made online and 

through social media 

Baj Mathur 

Convenor 
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Appendix 1 - Aims and Objectives of Harrow Heritage Trust 

 

Objectives: 

To secure the protection, preservation, restoration and improvement of the character and 

amenities of the London Borough of Harrow for the benefit and enjoyment of the public 

generally and especially the inhabitants of the Borough, and to promote the preservation of 

land and buildings of beauty or historic interest as well as areas of ecological or other 

scientific or environmental importance within the Borough and to promote schemes and 

awards to assist the attainment of these objectives. 

Aims: 

1. To promote awareness and responsibility for the environment through involving 

people in suggesting schemes, implementing them and rewarding achievements; 

2. To develop and implement environmental improvement schemes in local centres, 

residential and industrial areas; 

3. To improve the urban scene through street face-lift schemes, cleaning facades, 

planting and the restoration of special features; 

4. To protect and enhance buildings of particular historic significance, for example, 

Headstone Manor; 

5. To develop walks, trails or sites to provide access for the public to our natural 

environment; 

6. To promote public works of art in Harrow; 

7. To promote high quality design in new buildings and landscaping projects through 

the HHT/Observer Award Scheme; 

8. To provide published material which records and illustrates our heritage for use in 

schools and by the general public; 

9. To encourage ecological protection and the preservation of natural resources. 

 

 

 

 

Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common, before restoration – a tangled mess of vegetation. 
 

 

Bluebell Heath after restoration - a pleasant open glade. Restored using Heritage Lottery funding and 
the work of volunteers. 
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Appendix 2 - The Trust‟s Equal Opportunity Policy 

 

The Harrow Heritage Trust is committed to achieving equality of opportunity and freedom 

from discrimination in the services it provides, in its employment policies and practices and 

in its recruitment and treatment of volunteers. 

The Harrow Heritage Trust will continue to pursue its objectives in a way which is 

responsive to the needs of Harrow residents, which reflects Harrow's multi-cultural heritage 

and which ensures that all receive an equal quality of service, irrespective of gender, marital 

status, colour, race, nationality or ethnic or national origins, disability, age, religion or sexual 

orientation. With regard to employment, the Trust's policy is that there will be no 

discrimination in recruitment, employment conditions, training and promotion. Furthermore, 

our aim is that the Trustees and the Executive Committee reflect the composition of the 

Harrow community in which they are based. 

 

The Trust‟s Anti-Racism Policy 

 

The Harrow Heritage Trust confirmed its full support for the findings of the MacPherson 

Report on the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry at the Borough Conference in 1999. 

This report defines institutional racism as “The collective failure of an organisation to 

provide an appropriate and professional service to people because of their colour, culture or 

ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in processes, attitudes and behaviour which amount 

to discrimination through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist 

stereotyping which disadvantage minority ethnic people.” 

The Harrow Heritage Trust has a strong policy of encouraging all members of the public to 

participate in our various activities and initiatives. To this end, we successfully applied to the 

Millennium Commission for funds to enable us to translate relevant publications into the 

languages of some ethnic people, and for display boards for presentations at meetings of their 

own organisations. 

 

 

Old Apple tree and bench. Material for the bench provided by public donation. Constructed and 
installed by volunteers, Stanmore Common. 
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Appendix 3 - Statement of the Trust‟s Financial Activities 

HARROW HERITAGE TRUST - CHARITY NO 1072773 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 

YEAR ENDED 31st MARCH 2014 

 

 UN-  

      

 

 

RESTRICTED  

 

RESTRICTED  

 

RESTRICTED  

 

RESTRICTED  

 

RESTRICTED  
  

 
 FUND   FUND   FUND   FUND   FUND  

  

 
          

  

  

 PUBLIC  

 

 WORK  

 

HEADSTONE  

  
FUND  GENERAL   WORKS   HERITAGE  

 WITH 
YOUNG   MANOR   TOTAL   TOTAL  

  

 OF ART   GRANTS   PEOPLE   APPEAL  2014 2013 

 

 £   £   £   £   £   £   £  

INCOMING RESOURCES 

       

        
Subscriptions & Donations 5029 0 0 0 25 5054 2532 

Local Authority Grant 3750 0 0 0 0 3750 4499 

Other Grants  12985 35000 0 0 0 47985 18314 

Deposit Interest 148 95 200 0 10 453 1217 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 

Total Incoming Resources 21912 35095 200 0 35 57242 26562 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 
RESOURCES 

EXPENDED 

       Direct Charitable 

Expenditure 16024 33112 4400 500 0 54036 47379 

Administration 840 0 0 0 0 840 2005 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 

Total Resources Expended 16864 33112 4400 500 0 54876 49384 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 

NET RESOURCES 

       EXPENDED 5048 1983 -4200 -500 35 2366 -22822 

Movement in Funds 

       Transfer between funds -1000 0 0 1000 0 0 0 
Total Funds at 1 April 2013 
b/f 35698 24346 48866 140 2559 111609 134431 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 
Total Funds at 31 March 

2014 39746 26329 44666 640 2594 113975 111609 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 

REPRESENTED BY BALANCE SHEET 
      Debtors & Prepayments 1226 15000 0 0 0 16226 7564 

Balances on Deposit 35262 21412 47085 10 2271 106040 110086 

Balances at Bank 15522 4917 -2419 630 323 18973 4205 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 

Total Current Assets 52010 41329 44666 640 2594 141239 121855 

Less Creditors and Accruals -12264 -15000 0 0 0 -27264 10246 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 
Net Assets at 31 March 

2014 39746 26329 44666 640 2594 113975 111609 

 

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ ________ ________ 
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HARROW HERITAGE TRUST-CHARITY NO 1072773 

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS 

YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2014 

 

 

Accounting Policies 

The accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance 

with applicable accounting standards and the Statement of Recommended Practice for 

Charities issued in February 2005 

 

  INCOMING RESOURCES 

 

 2014 

              £ 

2013 

            £ 

SUBSCRIPTIONS & DONATIONS 

GENERAL FUND 
 

  

Membership subscriptions and tax recovered 964 1,174 
Harrow Nature Conservation Forum 3,937 1,210 

Other Donations including Silver Arrows 128 123 
 ------ ------ 
 5,029 2,507 
 ------ ------ 

HEADSTONE MANOR APPEAL   

Donation 25 25 
 ------ ------ 
   

TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS 5,054 2,532 
   
   

GRANTS FROM LONDON BOROUGH OF HARROW   

Harrow Nature Conservation Forum 3,750 4,499 
 ------ ------ 

   

OTHER GRANTS   

Heritage Lottery Fund-Bluebell Heath, Stanmore Common 12,985 18,314 
   

PUBLIC WORK OF ART   

Stanmore Place Sculpture 35,000  

 ------ ------ 

 47,985                 18,314 
   

   

DEPOSIT INTEREST   

Accounts held with COIF Charities Deposit Fund 453 1,217 

 ------ ------ 

   

   

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES 57,242 26,562 
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HARROW HERITAGE TRUST-CHARITY NO 1072773 

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (CONTINUED) 

YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2014 
 

RESOURCES EXPENDED 
 

 2014 

              £ 

2013 

            £ 

DIRECT CHARITABLE EXPENDITURE 

GENERAL FUND 

  

Harrow Nature Conservation Forum 6,801 5,790 
Work on Bluebell Heath Project, Stanmore, funded by 

Heritage Lottery Fund 

9,023 23,414 

Punch & Judy Show 200  

Harrow Arts Centre – new gallery  500 
Harrow Council – local history library scanner  300 

Architectural Awards expenses  175 

 ------ ------ 

 16,024 30,179 

   

PUBLIC WORKS OF ART   

Stanmore Place, sculpture 33,112            -- 
 ------ ------ 

HERITAGE GRANTS   

Restoration projects   

All Saints Church, Butterfield Mosaics 2,200  

All Saints Church, Crosse Monument 400  

St George‟s Church, “Whitefriars” Glass 400  

Harrow Hill Trust, The Gantry 1,400  

Pinner Parish Church  15,000 

Harrow School- Speech Room  1,000 

St. Mary‟s Church, Harrow on the Hill  700 
 ------ ------ 

 4,400 16,700 

   

WORK WITH YOUNG PEOPLE   

Opera performances for Harrow schools 500 500 

 ------ ------ 

   

TOTAL DIRECT CHARITABLE EXPENDITURE 54,036 47,379 
 ------ ------ 

ADMINISTRATION EXPENDITURE 840 2,005 
 ------ ------ 

   

   

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED 54,876 49,384 
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HARROW HERITAGE TRUST-CHARITY NO 1072773 

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS (CONTINUED) 

YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2014 

 

 

HERITAGE GRANT COMMITMENTS AT 31ST MARCH 2014 

2014   2013 

   £      £ 

All Saints Church, Harrow Weald 

-Heritage tombs and memorials restoration        800 

-Butterfield Mosaic renovation       2,200  

The Gantry, Harrow on the Hill        1,400  

Garden walls restoration, Stanmore properties      1,600 

St. George‟s Church Headstone, glass windows         400  

---------            -------- 

              6,400 

 

Garden walls restoration, Stanmore properties     1,600 

        ---------- 

          1,600 

 

TOTAL COMMITMENTS         

Available for future allocation     43,066           42,466 

---------            ------- 

 

HERITAGE GRANTS FUND AT 31st MARCH 2014 44,666           48,866  

---------            ------- 

 

 

 

 

NOTES 

1. Creditors at 31st March 2012, 2013 and 2014 included £7,707 received in a previous year 

from Harrow Council relating to funds paid by Harrow Strategic Partnership under the Local 

Area Agreement. This sum is to be spent on designated projects in three open spaces in 

Harrow under the terms set out in an agreement dated 5th November 2009. This balance of 

£7,707 will be released to revenue as and when the related expenditure has been incurred. 

2. During the year ended 31st March 2012 the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) awarded Harrow 

Heritage Trust a grant of up to £38,400 towards the cost of restoration of Bluebell Heath, 

Stanmore Common against which an advance payment of £19,200 and a further progress 

payment of £15,360 have been received bringing the total paid out by HLF to £34,560. Costs 

on the project at 31
st
 March 2014 are £32,185 leaving a surplus of £2375 therefore HLF has 

been included as a creditor in end of year accounts. The contract is due to be completed in 

2015. 

 

 

TRUSTEES AND RELATED PARTIES 

During the year: 

1. A number of trustees were reimbursed expenditure incurred by them on the Trust‟s 

   behalf. 
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2. Certain transactions, eg the receipt of grants and subscriptions, took place between 

   Harrow Heritage Trust and other bodies associated with certain trustees. 

3. In compliance with SORP recommendations concerning related party transactions it is 

declared that reimbursement payments to Steve Bolsover, HNCF Subcommittee are not co-

signed by Leslie Bolsover, Hon. Treasurer. 

 

These accounts are signed on behalf of the Trustees by: 

 

Martin Verden       Leslie Bolsover 

Chairman          Hon. Treasurer  

7 September 2014      7 September 2014 

 

 

 

 
Photos by Bob Watson 
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Report of the Independent Examiner 

 

Independent Examiner’s Report to the Trustees of Harrow Heritage Trust,  

Charity No. 1072773 

 

I hereby report on your accounts for the year ended 31st March 2014 as set out on the 

attached pages. 

 

Respective responsibilities of Trustees & Examiner 

 

The trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts. You consider that an audit is 

not required for this year under section 144 of the Charities Act 2011 (The Charities Act), 

and that an independent examination is needed. It is my responsibility to: 

-examine the accounts under section 145 of the Charities Act, 

-to follow the procedures laid down in the General Directions given by the Charity 

Commission (under section 145(5) (b) of the Charities Act), and 

- to state whether particular matters have come to my attention. 

 

Basis of report 

 

My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the 

Charity Commission. An examination includes a review of your accounting records and a 

comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any 

unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations from you concerning 

any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be 

required in an audit, and consequently no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present 

a „true and fair‟ view and the report is limited to those matters set out in the statement below. 

 

Independent Examiner’s statement 

 

In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention: 

 

1) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in, any material respect, the requirements:        

-to keep proper accounting records in accordance with section 130 of the Charities 

Act; 

-to prepare accounts which accord with accounting records and comply with the 

accounting requirements of the Charities Act have not been met; or 

2) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper 

understanding of the accounts to be reached. 

 

 

Jonathan S. Freedman, BA, FCA 

8 Marsh Point 

Marsh Road, Pinner 

HA5 5NR 

 

7 September 2014 
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At A GlanceAt A Glance 

 
We have been working for the past 29 years. 

 

Who are we? Harrow Heritage Trust is an umbrella amenity organisation in Harrow. 

 

Our aim: to enhance, preserve, protect and care for our urban landscape including old 

and new buildings, parks and green open spaces. 

 

How do we do it? we work in partnership with Harrow Council, local amenity societies, 

interested groups and the community at large. 

 

Our achievements: 

‘All of the works of the Trust are related and dedicated to make 

Harrow a better place in which to live, work, relax and play.’ 

 
We have: 

‘Taken initiatives to make people aware of our local heritage through preserving the 

best of the past, and designing for the future.’ 

 

‘Successfully carried out 15 biennial Architectural & Environmental Awards including 

Special Environmental Awards for schools.’ 

 

‘Maintained 8 nature reserves.’ 

 

‘Commissioned and installed 14 Public Works of Art.’ 

 

‘Recognised and affixed 25 historic plaques.’ 

 

‘Distributed many Historic Building Grants, resulting in several million pounds’ worth 

of restoration work throughout the borough.’ 

 

‘We support the future restoration of Headstone Manor, which is one of the most 

historic and archaeological buildings in Harrow. A bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund for 

this work, supported by Harrow Heritage Trust, has been submitted with a decision 

expected early 2015’ 

 

Please join us in this important work. We need committee members so if you have spare 

time contact us. 
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Volunteers at work under the guidance of the  

Harrow Nature Conservation Forum 

In autumn 2014 volunteers  
from Harrow Nature  
Conservation Forum brush  
cut Upper Blue Pond Field  
in Stanmore Country Park. 

Then on Sewa Day  
( October 5th 2014)  
volunteers from the  

vegetation - this is  
one of two piles created on  
that day! 

Shree  
Swaminarayan Temple  
helped the Forum rake up  
the cut  

Grassland areas in nature  
reserves must be cut at  
least annually to prevent  
succession to bramble then  
scrub.   

Before 

After 


